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“Children must be 
taught how to think, 
not what to think.”
― Margaret Mead



Wednesday, 5th September 2018
Teachers Day Celebrations

(half-day)
(All Environments)

Saturday, 8th September 2018
Grandparents Day Celebrations

(Toddler & Primary Environments)

Saturday, 8th September 2018
Creative Expression  Day (half day)

(Elementary Environment)
International Literacy Day (half day)

(Early Adolescence Environment)

Tuesday, 11th September 2018 & 
Wednesday, 12th September 2018

Parent Teacher Meeting for 1st Term
(Early Adolescence Environment)

Wednesday, 12th September 2018
Ganesh Chaturthi Celebrations

(Toddler & Primary Environments)

Thursday, 13th September 2018
Ganesh Chaturthi- Holiday

(All Environments)

EVENTS AND CELEBRATIONS
Independence Day Celebrations

(All Environments)
Wednesday, 15th August 2018

A day to pay respect and remember the sacrifices  of the different people and leaders, who were 
responsible for the Freedom we enjoy today. The students of Sprouts celebrated the 72nd

Independence day across the three buildings where our Country’s National Flag was hoisted, 
along with the head of the Institute , the Management  & Staff team.  The students saluted our 

flag, sang songs and recited the pledge.
A celebration was organized, where in the Children of the Primary environment came dressed in 
costumes under various themes and were encouraged to speak on their costume. On the other 
hand our Lower Elementary children showcased their detailed research study on the different 
States of our Country; our Upper Elementary students took it upon themselves to organize the 

entire show from content to  assigning topics and roles of anchoring with minimal guidance from 
the Teacher. The children spoke under a theme – Did you know? Where in fun facts, historical 

facts and songs were sung. All the details  pertaining to the event were researched by the 
children.

And lastly our Early Adolescence Environment narrated their learning  and research with regard to 
India before and after invasions and our struggle for freedom and also people who glorified India 

after independence. Overall it was a day filled with pride and patriotism!

Farm Visit with Night Stay
Thursday, 16th August 2018 & Friday, 17th August 2018

(Early Adolescence Environment)
The day for our EA children started quite early with a lot of excitement and enthusiasm. Everyone 
were so geared up for their first over night stay at the Farm. The children learnt a lot on Irrigation 
and how to take care of the cattle. They were also given activities by the Staff  which our children 

completed in a jiffy.  It was amazing to see the children follow the ground rules to perfection 
which was laid out by the Staff members earlier during the day. It was definitely an experience 

worth cherishing and they look forward to many more such opportunities to come.



• Pranav Lakshman L – 16th August

• V Akshada – 19th August

• Nakshatra H Raj – 20th August

• Lakshan Sairam RS – 20th August

• M Kavish – 20th August

• Rishabh Rajsekar – 23rd August 

• S Udayshankar – 23rd August

• Caylen J Anandappa – 24th August

• Ashwin Krishna R – 24th August

• GM Preta – 30th August 

• GM Pretham – 30th August 

• Krishaang Ganesh – 31st August

• Srivath H – 31st August

EVENTS AND CELEBRATIONS

Raksha Bandhan Celebrations
(Toddler & Primary Environments)

Thursday, 23rd August 2018
Students of the Toddler and Primary environments came dressed in traditional attire to 
school.  Children were spoken to about the significance of the festival -that it celebrates 
the relationship shared between a brother and sister. The students made the Rakhis as a 

craft activity and tied it on their friend’s hand along with the necessary rituals of putting a 
tikka and feeding sweets. It was a beautiful day for everyone!

Dr Maria Montessori Day
Friday, 31st August 2018

(All Environments)
A day not only for the students but also our Teachers to remember the founder of our 

system of education- Dr Maria Montessori. 
The previous day, our Teaching team gathered for a meeting to revisit the philosophies  of 
the Montessori methodology  via a situational based question and answer discussion. It 

was an amazing experience to get the various insights by our Team.

The following day, the teachers during Circle time took some time to discuss with the 
children about Dr Montessori. Teachers spoke to students regarding her life story and how 

her teachings and philosophies started to gain popularity. The children very 
enthusiastically listened to them. The discussion ended with the Silent Activity and then 

proceeded to work with the Materials.



BULLYING…What Can You DO?? (Contd)
This is in continuation to the earlier article in the earlier on hurtful, bullying behaviour and how it is addressed in school. 

This one shares a few tips on what you, as the parent can do to empower your child with 'tools' that they can use when they are on 
their own. 

Children are not 'bad'; however, there is something called 'gang' mentality and the child who is victimised today could very well be part 
of a group that teases another the next day. 
So, behaviour is targeted and not the child.
Children who can be provoked easily tend to get targeted more than others.

Here are some suggestions that YOU,  the parent can empower with your child with. They may seem quirky or even silly, but these do 
work: 

• Saying politely, yet firmly, "I don't like what you are saying", and walking away immediately.
• Red Light / Green Light - A red light in the mind allows hurtful thoughts to stay; flashing the green light however, does not allow a 

hurtful thought to stop - it gets in through one ear and out the other. Believe it or not, children relate to this very well. 
• What did you say? - Pretending that you have not heard what has been said and repeatedly asking the question 'What did you say? 

Can you repeat it?’ This 'pretend deafness and asking for repetition' will frustrate the child engaging in bullying behaviour because 
the expected reaction is not forthcoming and he/she will eventually stop. 

• Keeping a Poker Face - not showing any reaction or response to what the other child is saying. Keeping a poker face ensures that your 
child conveys to the other that he/she is not affected by the teasing, hurtful behaviour. 

What you are creating in your child is a position of strength and confidence that your child can operate from; he/she is empowered with 
'SOMETHING' that can be used. 

Helping your child acquire these skills is a process involving time and patient dialogue and conversations. Listen  - Empathize -
Empower. Remember that you want to build the skill of Response and NOT Reaction in your child. There is a difference between the 
two. 



TODDLER GLIMPSES

Kavya of Toddler 2 
working with the Animal 

Pairing Activity

Isha of Toddler 2 is 
working on the Craft 
Activity on the topic-

Flowers

Shreya and Shiva Saraf of 
Toddler 1 posing after 
the Rakhi Celebrations

Ashwin and Akshada of 
celebrating Rakhi

Siddhartha and Nakshatra of 
Toddler 2 after Rakhi

Celebrations



EUREKA MOMENTS

• Arnav Vinod of Primary 2 wanted to colour Kerala in blue colour. When asked why, he said that the 
state is flooded due to heavy rains and water has to be depicted in blue colour in the maps.

• Nithilan of Primary 4, while working with the Picture Series saw a picture of a gas cylinder, 
whereas the name slip had only ‘gas’ mentioned in it; he promptly said that it was a gas cylinder 
and not simply gas. 

• Dia Iyer of Primary 4 offered to put some ointment on the akkas hand when her class akka pricked 
her hand by mistake.

• Chaitanya of  toddler 1 when taken to the main campus for annual day costume measurements , he 
followed all the instructions to perfection given by the designer. He has shown progress and has started 
to understand and reciprocate the instructions given by the aunties properly.

• Tarunya of Toddler 2 offered a Tissue to her classmate Aarav to wipe his nose as he was having a 
cold.

• As Tomoki  of Toddler 1 was restless, his friend and classmate Keito patted his head to calm him             
and helped settling him down



UNIQUE PERCEPTIONS !!

Projective Tests help in understanding a person’s thinking patterns, observational ability, feelings and attitudes.  It gives us
an understanding about the child’s personality.

Here are a few Perceptions from our Students of 
Upper Elementary

• “It looks like a pirate standing on a boat” – S.G Aadhyanth

• “It looks like an Ice-cream melting” – Sarah Tameem Mohammed

• “It looks like a cat” – Lingeshwaran Ramkumar

• “From an angle it looks like the joker is trying to make someone laugh” – Rhea Deepak

• “It looks like the symbol on the Tiger’s head” – Fatema Murtuza Gandhi

• “It looks like a clown. A scary clown. His eyes look like 2 small dots and his mouth 
looks like he has three rows of teeth. His nose looks like a pig’s nose.” – Arundhati 
Lakshmi Satish

• “It looks like a Mountain” – U. Arya Sivan

• “The picture looks like an archer shooting. The arrow seems to be very big. I think it 
has hit the archer and backfired. When it hit the archer, blood exploded from it.” –
Guhan Mahadev Sunder

• “This picture looks like a lamp. “– Dhruvan Kottaaram

• “I think the picture is very artistic. If you turn it upside down, it looks like an 
umbrella.” – Sanika Jain

• “When I see the picture it looks like horses coming out of a person’s arm.” – A 
Mahimaa

• “This person has hair falling every-where “- Anagha

• “Batman waiting to glide on someone” – Uday Shankar

• “On top of this picture there is a bat with long wings.” – Meeth Kothari 

• “The picture looks like a symmetrical shape. Like a painting of an artist” –
Vishvaksenan.S



UNIQUE PERCEPTIONS !!

Here are a few Perceptions from our Students of 
Early Adolescence

• “The Picture looks like the front of a shark.” – Aarush

• “The picture looks like a bat on the top. It looks like a sky in the middle and a hill with trees at the bottom.” – Ryan

• “ On looking at the picture, I think it could be a human’s face who is trying to scare everybody, or an organ of our body.” –
Shrenik

• “ In the starting there is a small bit of hair, hands and in the bottom there is a leg and doing gymnastics or yoga. At both 
sides there is a girl showing deepam.” - Jeevana

• “On looking at the picture, I feel it is the Batman who killed Joker. With happiness he blasted from the sea making his cape 
fly. From the side Indian ladies are throwing flowers on him or maybe the ladies are spitting water on his face.” – Ikshika

• “Formation of Batman- A man was walking fell into a hole and got bitten by bats and developed super powers. When 2 
people spotted him, they shouted ‘black mask superman’ but when they saw the bat symbol, they started to shout 
‘Batman’. ” – Aatif

• “ The entire image looks like a fancy top.” – Hussain
• “Two people standing on both the sides and blowing flame.” - Aimee



CREATIVE WRITING !!

Autobiography of a Cricket Bat

By Sanika Jain – Upper Elementary

I have just been placed in a gloomy and dark room. They call it an attic. In the dim light, I saw some of my old 

friends. Lying in a corner was the poor old Hit-Ball and with him there was Six-Hitter. Once he was so handsome but 

then even I was very handsome.

Years ago – a very long time ago, I was a part of a sturdy willow tree. But then 4 nasty men cut it down. They sawed 

a part out of the tree which had me in it. Then they took me to a factory. Oh! How they hurt me there, they cut me 

into 2 pieces and then stuck something on me which they call a handle .

Then I was taken to a place called a sports store,  where they stuck a sticker on me . Then I was placed in a shelf 

which was brightly lit. Alongside me was a bat which was made out of the same wood as me.  That is when I was 

told his name was Six – Hitter.

Then me and Six – Hitter were bought by a man called Virat Kohli . He treated us very nicely and we were very happy 

to be with him.

But then one day, he sold us to a man who did not take care of us. That man placed us in a dark room where I met 

poor old Hit-Ball. And I am still here today , hoping that the bad days get over soon.



DARE TO DREAM BIG
If you can dream it , you can do it – Walt Disney

Dreams are a fascinating thing, we all have them and want to 
realize them; yet, we do everything in our power to talk ourselves 

out of it by using the infamously simplistic “ I can’t do it.”
Have you ever watched children at play?

They don’t concern themselves by questioning whether their ability 
or skill is “up to the challenge!” They just want to have fun, make 

friends, get their hands dirty and try new things. Children 
experience life to the fullest in everything they do by immersing 
themselves fully in the task  on hand and living in the present.

Children dream freely and openly. Have you ever had a child come 
up to you and say “ When I grow big, I’ll be a superstar!” ? There is 
unabashed certainty and  confidence in their eyes. The dissentient 

voices in the adult’s mind have no place in their consciousness. 
At some point while growing up we nullify the connection with our 

soul self.
Somewhere in the journey, consciousness crept in and made us hit 

Reality!
How do we re-acquaint ourselves with the dreamy one inside us? 
Get to know yourself better. Not your physical attributes but the 

inner voices speaking to you. 

Dreams are a fascinating thing – they are attainable and you can do 
it.

Inspired to write this after looking at Hussain’s Picture of himself 
as a FIFA player.



UNSCRAMBLE 
ME!!

MAZE TIME!
(Primary)

1. Eap
2. Ady
3. Runse
4. Rea
5. Uailq
6. Aet
7. Fosa
8. Lalt
9. Eret
10. Guyl

Answers:
1.Pea
2.Day
3.Nurse
4.Ear
5.Quail
6.Eat
7.Sofa
8.Tall
9.Tree
10.Ugly



1. LAMSL
2. NYNUF
3. OULD
4. AEEVIRCT
5. ANRLE
6. ELMIS
7. HPYAP
8. YCR
9. EFIRDSN
10. OSCOLH

Answers:
1.Small
2.Funny
3.Loud
4.Creative
5.Learn
6.Smile
7.Happy
8.Cry
9.Friends
10.School

UNSCRAMBLE 
ME!!

MAZE TIME!



LOL!
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